
20 after he had forgotten to meet her.angrily 

19 I ran quickly 

Surprisingly,18  expected to get 
Grade C in this subject.

because her dog had died the day before.17 sadly 

16 I don’t have much 
money this year. Hopefully,

someone picked it up and returned it to me.15 I dropped my wallet 
on the road.

14 softly because everyone had turned to look at him

13 The band played because everyone was cheering.

12 I thought we
were going to lose. Amazingly,

8 The movie was very 
long and boring.

Unfortunately,

4 We studied after we had been told the exam was really difficult.

1 I walked 

because he had failed the exam.

quickly

Adverbs

6 We were sleeping.

Finally,

because I had forgotten the way to the restaurant.

because he had drunk a lot of alcohol.

2

Suddenly,

11

because the traffic light had turned orange.

carelessly

patiently

Subject

cheerfully

noisily

3 He shouted

slowly

9

5 They sang

10 We won a lot of 
money.

because there was a long queue.7

Past simple/continuous/perfect

Adverbs & past tenses eslflow.com



20 She hit him after he had forgotten to meet her.angrily 

because class had started already19 I ran quickly 

Surprisingly,18 I  expected to get 
Grade C in this subject. I got A.

because her dog had died the day before.17 She talked sadly 

16 I don’t have much 
money this year. I can pay my bills.Hopefully,

someone picked it up and returned it to me.Fortunately,15 I dropped my wallet 
on the road.

14 He spoke softly because everyone had turned to look at him.

13 The band played because everyone was cheering.confidently

we found a way to win.12 I thought we
were going to lose. Amazingly,

we spent it quickly.

8 The movie was very 
long and boring.

Unfortunately,

4 We studied after we had been told the exam was really difficult.

loudly

1 I walked 

because he had failed the exam.

quickly

I slept.

Adverbs

6 We were sleeping.

Finally,

diligently/quickly

because I had forgotten the way to the restaurant.

when we went to the beach.

because he had drunk a lot of alcohol.

because they had been to a concert.

2  She drove

Suddenly,

11  He talked

because the traffic light had turned orange.

carelessly

patiently

Subject

cheerfully

noisily

3 He shouted

slowly

9 We splashed 
water

5 They sang

10 We won a lot of 
money.

the alarm woke me up.

because there was a long queue.7 We waited 
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